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ON FUNCTIONS WHOSE DERTVATIVE HAS POSITIVE REAL PART

D. K. THOMAS

Abstract. Let R be the class of normalised analytic functions /, defined in the

open disc D, such that Re/'(z) > 0 for z e D. For / e R, a best possible growth

estimate for \zf'(z)/f(z)\ is obtained.

1. Introduction. Denote by R the class of functions / which are regular in

D = {z: \z\ < 1} satisfying /(0) = 0, /'(0) = 1, and Ref'(z) > 0 for z g D.

A classical paper of Alexander [1] shows that such functions are univalent in D.

MacGregor [2, Theorem 1] considered the class R and developed the usual distortion

and coefficient results, all of which are immediate consequences of the representa-

tion theorem for functions of positive real part [3].

An omission from MacGregor's paper is a consideration of a distortion theorem

for \zf'(z)/f(z)\. Indeed, it appears that no such result has been proved. The object

of this note is to give such an estimate.

2. Results and proofs. We begin by stating MacGregor's results (loc. cit).

Theorem A.

00

(1) Lef/G Randf(z) = z + £ anzn,    forz<=D.
n = 2

Then for z = re'e,0 < r < 1

laJ<2A,       « = 2,3,...,

|/'(2)|<(l + r)/(l-r),

Re/'(z) > (1 - r)/(\ + r),

-r + 21og(l + r)<|/(z)|< -r - 21og(l - r).

We now add the following

Theorem 1. Ler/G R. Then for z = re'e, 0 < r < 1,

*/'(*)   , K

M        (l-r)log(l-r)"1'

where K is an absolute constant. This growth rate is best possible.
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(2)

Proof. Since Re/'(z) > 0 for z g D, we can write [3]

1    rin 1 + ze--",,/  s       l    nit i + ze      ,  , s

¿t ■'o     1 - ze "

where u is increasing and p(2ir) - p.(0) = 2tt. Thus,

1      [2*\ri*)\<j=f'1 + ze"

1 - ze""
dp(t).

We now use a method of Twomey [6] to estimate the above integrand by noting that,

for r < 1,

1 + ze""

1 - ze""

2rlog((l + r)/|l-zC-"|)

*(l-r)log((l + r)/(l-r))      *'

Hence

(3) |/'(*)|<
2rlog(l + r)

(l-r)log((l+r)/(l-r))

1  n« rlog\\ - ze~"\i  n* r

ñJ0     (1 - r)(l-r)log((l + r)/(l-r))

Next we note that, from (2),

f'(z) -1 _ 1  f2"      e-"

dp(t) + l.

and so

where

(4)

Thus,

(5)

ir Jo     1 - ze "

F(z)^l¡2"log—^—¡dp(t),
v Jo 1 - ze "

r nn -1 dl

Refi(z) = i/2*log        1 da(t).
* Jo 1 - ze'"\

From (3) and (5) we obtain

(6)

2rlog(l + r)
\K*)\< + zF(z)\

(1 - r)log((l + r)/(\ - r))      (1 - r) log((l + r)/(\ - r))

Now (1) and (4) gives

00      a

zF(z)=f(z)-z+  E^-ZT*".
n = 2

and so using the coefficient estimate in Theorem A we have

(7) \zF(z) | < |/(z) | + 3r +(2/r)(l - r) log(l - r)"1.

+ 1.
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Finally, from (6), (7) and the lower bound for |/(z)| in Theorem A we obtain

Theorem 1.

The function f(z) = -z + 21og(l - z)1 shows that the growth rate in Theorem

1 is best possible.

We remark that a sharp estimate in Theorem 1 remains an open question.

An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is that if / G fi and is bounded, then

M(r,/') = 0(l)[(l-r)log(l-r)-1]-1.

Following Twomey [5], we have, in the opposite direction,

Theorem 2. There exists a bounded f G R such that

(8) UmsupM(r,/')(l-/■)logT^>0.
r->l *        r

Proof. The examples given in [5, §9] will suffice on writing

00       1 + r e~'e»z

M=EK      "V
„ = i     1 - rne ""z

for z g D, with [rn], {$„} and (X„) defined as in [5, §9]. It is then clear that (8)

holds and that / is bounded.

Remark. Theorem 1 can also be proved using the less elementary method of

Ruschweyh [4], but this also appears not to give the sharp result.
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